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INTRODUCTIOH

In the last few years an increasing interest in the intermediate

valence problem has been observed see Hef.tl] (and the references cited therein).

Among other interesting phenomena the electrical conductivity (EC) of mixed-

valence (MV) systems has unusual properties. Especially the anomalous

behaviour of the temperature and pressure dependence of EC i ('n) is not

completely understood yet. \2\ . The EC for different MV models has recently

teen intensively studied ;2|.

The main aim of this note is to calculate the static EC of the MV

model described in [3l by a Method which takes into account the atomic

properties more exactly than those connected with bands. In other words, the

ionic aspect of the problem is emphasized in some way. In Fact, our calculations

will overestimate the atomic properties. Such an approach is generally

consistent with Wohlleben's [It] phenomenologieal suggestions concerning the [TV

conductivity mechanism. Our starting point will be the MV model described
the

in [3] together with/Kubo formula for conductivity and approximations used

earlier by Bari and Kaplan [5] for the EC of the narrow band system.

MODEL

It is known that normal valent 4f systems (e.g., G j EuX where

X = S,Se, Te and the other) are excellently described within the framework

of the so-called sf model f31 therefore, it should be a reasonable starting

point for MV systems when extended by a hybridization part, Tiie important

interactions are embodied in the following Hamiltonian [3], [6j,
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H describes the conduction electrons which have in general 6s, 5d or

mixed sd character

(2)

t..- the hopping integral, - the atomic s level,
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t = t - 2 b - jm , z» = +1, z , = -1 - contains the Zeeman term,
O" o <*" d •*

^ - chemical potential.

H describes the localized 4f electrons,

• v " i V J (3)

where E^ = E - ẑ - b - ju b - the relevant Zeeman term, E- the

local 4f energy level, U - the Hubbard-Coulomb interaction constant.

H contains the sf interaction and the df correlation terms [6].

;
<*<•» (4)

s*-,-"
The last interaction in (4)represents the attraction between the electron

and an f hole [6] and g, U(jf are the sf exchange, df correlation

constants,respectively. H describes the hybridization which allows electron

fluctuation between conduction and Uf electrons^

v - 1 (5)

In order to keep the mathematics on a tractable level we have

considered the case of localized 4f spin of the magnitude 1/2 |.3j .

Additionally the Hartree-Fock approximation will be used for the "z"

components of sf exchange. Such an approximation (although not necessary

at this point) breaks spin symmetry of the model and may introduce

magnetism. Let us write the whole Hamiltonian in a more concise form

(6)

where the explicit form of i l
i r < r , i s
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and

(d,f)
m

it)

(d.f)

(7)

. (d) (r) -211

(d.f) (d,f). . v
1/2 V n - - n . ) < ( • • • / ' "eans the thermal average over

the great canonical ensemble.

In [5] a wide and exhaustive discussion on the magnetic and MV

properties based on the Hamiltonian (1) has been presented. As ;i

continuation [3] we would like to calculate the purely electronic contribution

to the EC, and this will be done in the fn| ioT-'inr section.

THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY CALCULATION

From the Kubo formula the EC can be written [0] as

)J
(8)

where J is the current operator. If we assume that the main contribution

t o t h e EC i s of .-• l i n - l v s L-htiraf'ter we htive

( 9 )

where R are the components of the lattice site vector R. parallel to
i 1

the external electric field, -O. - crystal volume, $ - density operator

with the Hamiltonian (1).
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Making use of the Eqs.(8) and (9) we get

(10)

w1 e

where
Z =

The difficulties appear in evaluating the trace inEq.(lO) and some

approximations must be developed. We note.however, that the trace can be

performed exactly in two cases, at the zero bandwidth, and when the inter-

actions are absent*

Thus, with H 5 C H. (the zero bandwidth case) Eq.(lO)
i,«-,r' i,<r<r'

reduces to

-p (£->«>

*-.r €-

where t = ^i if |R, — R | = lattice constant a and t = 0 other-
1J "i ~J ij

wise, q- the number of the nearest neighbours, "J - number of conducting

electrons divided by volume f .

Furthermore, for /"Conductivity investigations, the last formula (11)

for T (lu) will be used and the trace will be performed with the single

part of the Hamiltonian (7). The dc conductivity, optical absorption has

been widely discussed by Bari and Kaplan [5], Marsch and Steeb Q ] within

the framework of such an approximation. The obtained results were interesting

and satisfying. One should mention that such an approximation probably

overestimates the local atomic properties.

in
The trace in Fq.(ll) can be easily performed]the standard energy basis.

Starting with the site Fock states
f. (ft (f) <d) (d) ) 16
(In t • " i : " r • n j > J o C , 1

the Hamiltonian H, will be represented by 16 x 16 matrix which is further

decomposed into four l x l , four 2 x 2 and one 4 x 4 matrices. The first

twelve eigenenergies are very easily calculated, but the remaining four

haveivery complicated analytical form. Therefore ; their explicit form

will not be presented.

The eigenvalues of (7) are

) .

, E« 5 , (12)

The eigenenergies E . . .E have been numerically calculated.

The eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian {7) can be constructed from the

Fock states. The matrix elements additionally needed ^ Ei io- id.'''

potential

E \ are alco easily found. Tlie chemical
i«*' /

j, is fixed by condition
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= 1 (13)

After lengthy but simple algebra we have obtained the final result for
the

stocastic EC. Unfortunately^ "Formula is too long f° r explicit presentation.

THE TENTATIVE NUMERICAL RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS

Numerical results for dc electrical conductivity are presented in

Fig.l. One can see that the EC strongly depends on temperature and the

UJJ. electron-hole attraction constant. The parameters of the model (for

values see the figure caption) are chosen to give the ferromagnetic ground

state with the energy gap in electron spectrum. It is not surprising that

the EC is very small at low temperature T and increases with increasing
the

T, At low T there are essentially no carriers and as [temperature increases

the number of carriers rapidly increases causing a rise in EC. The

decrease in EC with T at high T might be somewhat surprising since

there are no phonons to cause the scattering of electrons. But as was

suggested in [s] it is a general property of the formula (11). Authors

also believe that it is connected with random distribution of thermal

electron velocities when K T becomes the dominant parameter,
B

The decrease in EC with increases U might be explained in an

intuitive way. The hybridization and df correlation parts in Hamiltonian

(1) have opposite influence on EC, The increasing V and decreasing U

cause the rise in EC. The df correlation parts in (1) give an additional

contribution to the scattering of the carriers.

The mV model written above is ratherfcomplicated one and therefore the

approximations, proper choice of parameters and physical interpretation of

the results must be carefully provided. The complete numerical analysis of

static EC for the system described by (1) will be done in the near

future.
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FIGURE CAPTION

rig, 1 Reduced conductivity versus temperature T(k) and the df

correlation constant U (eV). The other parameters are
df

E =0.25, V =0 .1 , g =0.5 , 10.0, all in eV.

The is the dimensional factor which appears in

2 2
/Hq.(ll) and is equal to e a £ / t .

too too **> 100

Fiq. 1.




